
MINDFULNESS MEDITATION – SESSION 1 THE BODY. 

Talk:- Introduction...Purpose of Mindfulness Meditation.                          

Mindfulness meditation means 'paying attention in a in a particular way' (JK-Z)

That particular way includes:- non-judging, patience, acceptance of the 

way things are and being in the moment.

Today's awareness is 'beginner's mind'. Mostly we filter our experiences through 

hardened experiences, thoughts and beliefs - aka prejudices.

Try to see things as though for the very first time.

Alarm system model. The radar becomes the radio. Constant internal dialogue.

Sustained physical stress →  Dissociation. 

Object i) Recognition/ Reduction of hidden stress. Purpose of 'being' rather than 'doing'. 

Need for balance. Stimulation, active, passive relaxation.         

Exploring the breath. Enjoying the breath. Comfort/ discomfort.

Object ii) Re-association with body sensation. Body scanning,                 

Qi Gong type exercise. (The fastest way to freedom is to feel your feelings.  Gita Bellin)

Handouts:- Overview of alarm system. 

Qi Gong exercises

Body scanning 

Beginner's mind.

Class meditation and Home work. 15 minutes each of 

i) Body scanning with breath for taut areas.

ii) Qi Gong stretch 

iii) Quiet breathing  with counting,  
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MINDFULNESS MEDITATION – SESSION 1 THE BODY. IN BRIEF

'Mindfulness is the awareness that develops through paying attention - on purpose,  

in the present moment and non-judgementally to things as they are.'

CONCEPTS:- The Problem

 There are two very different pathways for the brain to work from. For each of us  one is life enhancing and 

rich, the other is potential poison. Not everyone is best suited by the same pathway but nationally our stress 

related health  problems suggest that many are using the wrong one for them.

 One is engaged when we 'approach' things in an engaged, kindly, curious way.

 The other is engaged when we are in our habitual busy  'doing-ness'. 

 Examining  'Doingness' you can find that it is built around avoidance at one end and goal seeking at the other. 

This has a basis in fear and is a physiological wind-up. 

 When not engaged in the immediate doing of things the default pattern of the doing mind is to scan the future 

and past for problems or examples of similar problems as guide-lines. These 'what-if's' and 'if-only's continue 

the wind-up.

 A considerable chunk of our behaviours is lead by notions of achievements based around security, the 

avoidance of not having enough, and the pursuit of feeling attractive, important and good about ourselves. 

(This becomes the avoidance of not feeling bad.)

 For those of us who thrive on the cut and thrust of competition this is just fine. 

 However there is a problem. Our 'doing mode' can't help but engage the alarm system network whenever there 

is competition or if there is any degree of insecurity within it. It awakes the survival instinct.

 Our alarm systems, which were built around the avoidance of external threats, were designed for creatures with 

less imagination than ourselves. These employed a 'body driven competitiveness'. Humans have added a 'mind 

driven competitiveness'.

 Our alarm system reacts to internal mind driven threats about feeling bad in the same way as it does to external 

threats. Preparing the body for physical action.

 This leads to muscular tension, leading to symptoms and ultimately disease as we reverse the ratio of time 

spent in alarm and avoidance states instead of time spent in internal 'housekeeping'.

 A further problem:- One way the body learns to avoid the discomfort of tense muscles is to ignore it – to 

disassociate from the feeling. I'm not frowning/yes you are, sort of thing. This occurs automatically.

 But dissociation leads to its own feedback of stress leading to the sinking sands of symptoms and malaise.
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CONCEPTS:- Solutions

 Engaging 'beginner's mind helps us to enter 'approach' thinking. An open-ness to all things rather than a fixed 

idea of how things should be. This is the 'on purpose' part of paying attention. Openness engages the non-

threatened 'approaching with kindly curiosity' mode of thinking

 Engaging kindness, gratitude and acceptance steers us into a calmer state. The opposite end of the emotional 

spectrum to fear.

 Re-engaging with the body through 'mindful' exercise and body-scan  reconnects us to the messaging service 

of tense muscles. The option is now to acknowledge the message and deal with it appropriately thus dis-

engaging the alarm system.

 Accepting things the way they are reduces the secondary suffering that we give ourselves in passing our 

(perceived) misfortunes through the filter of our thoughts. 'Why me?', 'What next'. Etc.

 Mindfulness is about using the non-alarm state for as much of the day as possible using meditative strategies.
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